
In an increasingly digital world, more companies are digitizing their documents so 
company representatives can access them right at their desks and establish an 
immediate dialogue with customers. The, next logical step is customer self-service, 
wherein customers can log in to a website to find their own documents. One 
company embracing this mindset is Stanz Foodservice, particularly when it comes 
to signed invoices. Thanks to a collaboration between S4i Systems and NCR, Stanz 
now has a system that allows its customers to search for these documents with a 
few simple clicks, download them as needed and even email them to whomever 
needs to see them.

Running in an IBM Power Systems© environment, their solutions include the 
critical S4i tools Express and Express WebView in addition to NCR’s Power suite. 
They also use Kofax Capture as the entry point for all invoice documents whether 
scanned or created digitally within the NCR Power suite. Kofax Capture’s OCR 
capabilities further simplify the process by readily identifying invoice and purchase order numbers, customer data, and delivery dates.

Stanz has been a longtime NCR customer for ERP, warehouse management, sales support, and point-of-sale and online order entry. While that might 
be enough for many companies, Stanz saw opportunities to further enhance and streamline its back-office operations. Initially, this involved using 
Express to create document overlays—in lieu of preprinted forms—to merge customer invoice information with electronically generated and stored 
Stanz-specific invoice forms. 

“A lot of customers in our industry like to have a copy of their invoice left with them when we make a delivery, but we also require a signed copy for 
ourselves. So we use the Express overlays to create all of our invoices, loading up a laser printer with carbonless paper and printing two copies of each 
page, one for us and one for the customer. When a driver makes a delivery, he leaves one copy for them and brings the signed copy, with any notations 

he may have made, back to us. That has actually worked out pretty well,” Gaddie remarks.
But Stanz still saw room for improvement. In the past, the signed copy of the invoice 

would be physically filed away. Although it was sorted according to customer and invoice 
number, people still had to leave their desks to retrieve it should any issues arise. The 
company eventually began releasing invoice information over its Power Net customer 
portal but signed copies with driver notations were not available.

To help alleviate this, the company began delving deeper into the capabilities of S4i 
Express. It soon discovered that it could scan the signed invoices with Kofax Capture and then index the invoices with Express based on any number of 
parameters, including customer ID, invoice number and invoice date. Stanz employees would then be able to access invoices on their desktop systems 
and thereby reduce the need to physically warehouse invoices for future reference. Gaddie and others within the company wondered, however, if they 
couldn’t extend this process even further.

Given it was already using NCR Power Net for online customer order entry and basic invoice details, the company began mulling over other possible 
ways to deal with this issue—ones that wouldn’t be so onerous to its customers. The ideal solution would be turning the Power Net portal into a two-way 
street, with incoming orders flowing one way and signed-invoice information the other.

Gaddie reached out to both S4i and NCR to see if such a solution was viable. “They began working together to integrate the two systems, Express and 
Power Net, so customers wouldn’t have to use separate credentials depending on what they were doing—so they could access WebView and their 
invoices from within Power Net,” Gaddie says. “Because S4i and NCR have a large overlapping customer base, 
they had no problem collaborating on this and saw it as a win-win for everyone.”

Customers now simply log in to one system to order products and view signed invoices. Additionally, they can 
filter which invoices they want to view based on their own requirements, such as date ranges or whether the 
invoices were dropped off at the time of shipment or generated using NCR Store Point at Stanz’s storefront. 
Using Express and Kofax, Stanz simply scans the invoices, indexes them based on specified criteria and then 
stores them within the IFS on its Power Systems server. Stanz has seen an reduction in the time between 
invoice delivery and payment received from customers using the portal as a result.

Thanks to collaborative efforts among end users and their vendors—such as that between Stanz, S4i and 
NCR—new and innovative ideas are always coming to the forefront, giving even lean IT teams such as Gaddie’s 
a chance to continue to innovate to push their businesses forward. As he puts it, “As an independent food 
distributor, we have to keep finding ways to compete with the larger companies. Thankfully, by having partners 
like S4i and NCR, we’re able to level the playing field from the technological side of things, which means we can 
more effectively compete with the big boys.”

Collaboration Improves Customer Service

“Because we’re in the food-service industry, ‘service’ is obviously a keyword for us.”
—Mark Gaddie, VP of IT, Stanz Foodservice
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Business: Supplier of food, food-related products and cleaning supplies
Challenge: Making signed invoices more readily available to its customers
Hardware: An IBM Power Systems server
Software: S4i Systems Express and Express WebView; 
    NCR Power Enterprise, Power Warehouse, Power Sell, Store
    Point, Power Mobile and Power Net; 
    Kofax Capture


